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I

For nearly four centuries, the theological movement of the Mu'tazila
played a major role in the Islamic intellectual scene. Following the
decline of Mu'tazilism in the centers of the Sunnite world, where it
was virtually banned from about the end of the 5th/11th century, its
literary legacy was no longer transmitted and was in many cases even
actively destroyed. It is mainly due to the reception of Mu'tazilì thought
by the Imamis and the Zaydis within Shiism, as well as by Rabbanite
and particularly Karaite Jews, that we are relatively well informed today
about Mu'tazilì doctrines and even have access to a significant quantity
of authentic textual materials.1 For the preservation of primary textual
materials of the Mu'tazilìs, the literary activities of the Zaydis and the
Karaites are of special significance. For they not only adopted Mu'tazilì
doctrines to a large extent in their own respective theological thinking;
they also copied significant amounts of authentic Mu'tazilì texts in a

1 There are safe indications that Mu'tazilì thought also had an impact on Samaritans
and Christians, although we are so far not very well informed about the scope of the
respective receptions. For an example of the impact of Mu'tazilism on the Samaritans,
see Gerhard Wedel: Kitàb a†-ˇabbà¢ des Samaritaners Abù l-Óasan aß-Íùrì. Kritische Edition
und kommentierte Übersetzung des ersten Teils. Diss. Free University Berlin 1987; idem:
“Samaritanische Uminterpretation der Anthropomorphismen im Pentateuch.” XXIV.
Deutscher Orientalistentag vom 26. bis 30. September 1988 in Köln. Ausgewählte Vorträge. Ed.
Werner Diem & Abdoljavad Falaturi. Stuttgart 1990, pp. 46-54. For a case of recep-
tion of Mu'tazilì thought by a Christian, see Ulrich Rudolph: “Christliche Bibelexegese
und mu'tazilitische Theologie. Der Fall des Moses bar Kepha (gest. 903 n.Chr.).” Oriens
34 (1994), pp. 299-313; see also Sidney H. Griffith: The Beginnings of Christian Theology
in Arabic. Muslim-Christian Encounters in the Early Islamic Period. Aldershot 2002. For con-
nections between Mu'tazilì and Ibà∂ì thought, see T. Lewicki: “Ibà∂iyya.” Encyclopaedia
of Islam. New edition, vol. 3, p. 658.
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systematic manner. There are no indications that the same was done
by Imami scholars.

The reception of Mu'tazilì thought within Imamism2 began in the
second half of the 3rd/9th century with the Banù Nawba¢t, particu-
larly Abù Sahl b. Nawba¢t (d. 311/924) and al-Óasan b. Mùsà
l-Nawba¢tì (d. between 300/912 and 316/923). Since none of their
writings are preserved, their teachings can only be gleaned from the
writings of later Twelvershiis. The first Imami scholar under Mu'tazilì
influence whose works are partially preserved is ”ay¢ al-Mufìd (d. 413/
1022). He departed from the traditionalist theological views of his teacher
Ibn Bàbawayh (d. 381/991) and adopted most of the doctrines of Abù
l-Qàsim al-Ka'bì l-Bal¢ì (d. 319/931), the founder of the school of
Baghdad. Al-Mufìd’s student, al-”arìf al-Murta∂à (d. 436/1044), by con-
trast, adopted the teachings of the school of Baßra. As a student of
'Abd al-]abbàr b. A˙mad al-Hama≈ànì (d. 415/1025), qà∂ì l-qu∂àt

of Rayy and head of the Mu'tazilì school of Abù Hà“im al-]ubbà"ì
(d. 321/933), the Bah“amiyya, of his time, al-Murta∂à was particularly
influenced by the teachings of Abù Hà“im; with him, the fusion of
Imamism and Mu'tazilism reached its final shape. Towards the end of
the 6th/12th century, the doctrine of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì (d. 436/1044)
began to influence increasingly the theological thought of the Twelvershiis.
The first Imami who is known to have adopted the doctrines of Abù
l-Óusayn al-Baßrì is Sadìd al-Dìn Ma˙mùd b. 'Alì l-Óimmasì l-Ràzì
(d. after 600/1204). The teachings of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì subse-
quently strongly marked Imami theological thought, whose main rep-
resentatives in the following centuries were Naßìr al-Dìn al-ˇùsì (d. 672/
1274), May∆am b. May∆am al-Ba˙rànì (d. 699/1300), the 'Allàma 
l-Óillì (d. 726/1325), and al-Fà∂il al-Miqdàd al-Suyùrì (d. 826/1423).

The first Zaydi scholar to show the strong influence of Mu'tazilism3

was Ya˙yà b. al-Óusayn al-Hàdì ilà l-Óaqq (d. 298/911), a grandson

2 See Wilferd Madelung: “Imàmism and Mu'tazilite Theology.” Shì'isme imàmite. Ed.
T. Fahd. Paris 1970, pp. 13-29; Martin J. McDermott: The Theology of al-Shaikh al-Mufìd
(d. 413/1022). Beirut 1978; Sabine Schmidtke: The Theology of al-'Allàma al-Óillì (d. 726/
1325). Berlin 1991; Paul Sander: Zwischen Charisma und Ratio. Entwicklungen in der frühen
imàmitischen Theologie. Berlin 1994; Sabine Schmidtke: Theologie, Philosophie und Mystik im
zwölferschiitischen Islam des 9./15. Jahrhunderts. Die Gedankenwelten des Ibn Abì ]umhùr al-A˙sà"ì
(um 838/1434-35—nach 906/1501). Leiden 2000.

3 For the reception of Mu'tazilism among the Zaydis, see Wilferd Madelung: Der
Imam al-Qàsim ibn Ibràhìm und die Glaubenslehre der Zaiditen. Berlin 1965; see also idem:
“Zu einigen Werken des Imams Abù ˇàlib an-Nà†iq bi l-Haqq.” Der Islam 63 (1986),
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of al-Qàsim b. Ibràhìm (d. 246/860) and the founder of the Zaydi
Imamate in Yemen, who followed the doctrines of the school of Baghdad,
although he refrained from expressly stating his agreement with it. The
teachings of the school of Baghdad were followed by the majority of
Yemenì Zaydis of subsequent centuries, such as Ya˙yà’s son A˙mad
al-Nàßir (d. 322/934) and the Yemeni Imam al-Óusayn al-Mahdì (d. 404/
1013). Among the Zaydis of the Caspian region, the doctrines of the
school of Baßra were more popular. Mention should be made in par-
ticular of the two Bu†˙ànì-brothers, the Imàm A˙mad b. al-Óusayn al-
Mu"ayyad bi-llàh (d. 411/1020) and Abù ˇàlib Ya˙yà b. al-Óusayn
al-Nà†iq bi-l-˙aqq (d. ca. 424/1033), who were students of Abù 'Abd
Allàh al-Baßrì (d. 369/980) and belonged to the circle of followers of
'Abd al-]abbàr in Rayy. Whereas the doctrines of the Bah“amiyya
remained prevalent among later Zaydis, there were some who preferred
the doctrine of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì, such as the Imàm al-Mu"ayyad
bi-llàh Ya˙yà b. Óamza (d. 747/1346 or 749/1348).

In addition to the reception of Mu'tazilì thought, the Zaydis sys-
tematically collected and produced copies of authentic Mu'tazilì writ-
ings. This was the case during the 4th/10th and 5th/11th century
among the Zaydis of the Caspian region and from the 6th/12th century
onwards also among the Zaydis in Yemen. The Yemeni Imàm A˙mad
b. Sulaymàn al-Mutawakkil 'alà llàh (reigned 532/1137-566/1170), a
supporter of Mu'tazilì thought, initiated a massive transfer of Zaydi
books from the Caspian region to Yemen. His successor, al-Manßùr bi-
llàh 'Abd Allàh b. Óamza (reigned 583/1187-8-614/1217), who was
also a strong supporter of Mu'tazilism, continued to promote the spread
of Mu'tazilì thought as it was formerly received by the Zaydis from
the Caspian region by founding an expansive library in his city of res-
idence ¸afàr, al-›izàna l-Manßùriyya l-sa'ìda.

It was thanks to this Zaydi initiative of producing and collecting
copies of Mu'tazilì texts that these were preserved mostly in Yemen;
in the early 1950s large numbers of those manuscripts were discovered
and microfilmed during the expedition of a group of Egyptian scholars

pp. 5-10; idem: “Religiöse Literatur des Islam. Die Zaidìya.” Grundriss der arabischen
Philologie. Band II: Literaturwissenschaft. Ed. Helmut Gätje. Wiesbaden 1987, pp. 358-363;
idem: “Zaydiyya.” Encyclopaedia of Islam. New edition, vol. 11, pp. 477-481; 'Alì Mu˙ammad
Zayd: Mu'tazilat al-Yaman. Dawlat al-Hàdì wa fikruhu. Beirut 1981; idem: Les tendances de
la pensée mu'tazilite au Yémen au VI ème/XII ème siècle. Thèse pour le Doctorat d’Etat. Université
de Paris III, 1986; idem: Tayyàràt Mu'tazilat al-Yaman fì l-qarn al-sàdis al-hi[rì. Ían'à" 1997.
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to Yemen.4 Among the manuscripts that were microfilmed were works
of various representatives of the Bah“amiyya, including fourteen out of
twenty volumes of the encyclopaedic Kitàb al-Mu©nì fì abwàb al-taw˙ìd

wa l-'adl of 'Abd al-]abbàr (vols. 4-9, 11-17, 20), which were subse-
quently edited in Egypt.5 Further writings by adherents of the Bah“amiyya
were found in Yemen, among them ”ar˙ al-Ußùl al-¢amsa, a paraphrastic
recension (ta'lìq) of the Ußùl al-¢amsa of 'Abd al-]abbàr by one of his
followers, Mànkdìm (d. 425/1034),6 as well as the recension of 'Abd
al-]abbàr’s Kitàb al-Mu˙ì† bi-l-taklìf by another follower of his, Ibn
Mattawayh (d. 429/1036), Kitàb al-Ma[mù' fì l-mu˙ì† bi-l-taklìf.7

Between the end of the 4th/10th century until at least the end of
the 5th/11th century there were numerous Jewish mutakallimùn who
were strongly influenced by the Mu'tazilì doctrines of the Bah“amiyya.
Among the Rabbanites, mention should be made in particular of Samuel
b. Óofni (d. 403/1013); among the Karaites, the most prominent rep-
resentatives of this strand were Abù Ya'qùb Yùsuf al-Baßìr ( Joseph ben
Abraham, d. ca. 431/1040) and his student Abù l-Furqàn b. al-Asad
(Yeshù'a ben Yehudah, d. after 457/1065). As was the case with the
Zaydis, the Jewish mutakallimùn of the time not only composed original
theological treatises;8 they also extensively copied authentic Mu'tazilì

4 For the expedition and its results, see the report by ›alìl Ya˙yà Nàmì: al-Ba'∆a 
al-mißriyya li-taßwìr al-ma¢†ù†àt al-'arabiyya fì bilàd al-Yaman. Cairo 1952; Qà"ima bi-l-ma¢†ù†àt
al-'arabiyya l-mußawwara bi-l-mìkrawfìlm min al-]umhùriyya l-'arabiyya l-Yamaniyya. Cairo
1387/1967. For further references, see Geoffrey Roper: World Survey of Islamic Manuscripts
III. London 1994, pp. 645ff.—For more recent efforts to search and catalogue the hold-
ings of Yemeni public and private libraries, see 'Abd Allàh al-Óab“ì: Fihris ma¢†ù†àt ba'∂
al-maktabàt al-¢àßßa fì l-Yaman. London 1994; M. Wafàdàr Muràdì: “Fihrist-i àlifbà"ì-yi
mìkrùfìlm-hà-yi tahiyya “ude az Kitàb¢àna-yi ]àmi' Ían'à".” Kitàbdàrì wa-i††ilà' rasànì.
Faßlnàma-yi Kitàb¢àna-yi Markazì wa-Astàn-i Quds Ra∂awì 2 iii (1378/1999), pp. 127-173;
Óasan Anßàrì Qummì: “Guzàri“ì az nus¢a-hà-yi ¢a††ì-yi Yaman.” Àyina-yi mìrà∆ 3 iv
(Spring 1380/2001), pp. 105-111; 'Abd al-Salàm 'Abbàs al-Wa[ìh: Maßàdir al-turà∆ fì
l-maktabàt al-¢àßßa fì l-Yaman 1-2. Ían'à" 1422/2002.

5 'Abd al-]abbàr al-Hama≈ànì: Kitàb al-Mu[nì fì abwàb al-taw˙ìd wa l-'adl. Ed. Ibràhìm
Madkùr & al. Cairo 1961-1965. See also J.R.T.M. Peters: God’s Created Speech. A study
in the speculative theology of the Mu'tazilî Qâ∂î l-Qu∂ât Abû l-Óasan 'Abd al-Jabbâr bn A˙mad
al-Hama≈ânî. Leiden 1976, pp. 25ff.

6 Abù l-Óusayn A˙mad b. Abì Hà“im Mànkdìm: ”ar˙ al-Ußùl al-¢amsa. Ed. 'Abd 
al-Karìm 'U∆màn [as a work of 'Abd al-]abbàr]. Cairo 1384/1965.

7 Ibn Mattawayh: Kitàb al-Ma[mù' fì l-mu˙ì† bi-l-taklìf. Vol. 1. Ed. J.J. Houben. Beirut
1965. Vol. 2. Ed. J.J. Houben & D. Gimaret. Beirut 1981. Vol. 3. Ed. Jan Peters.
Beirut 1999.—The edition of volume four is currently under preparation by Margaretha
T. Heemskerk.

8 For Samuel b. Óofni, see David Sklare: Samuel Ben Óofni and His Cultural World.
Texts and Studies. Leiden 1996. For the writings of Yùsuf al-Baßìr, see Georges Vajda
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materials—either in Arabic or in Hebrew script. Fragments of these
copies are to be found among the material from the Ben Ezra Genizah9

and much more extensively in the Abraham Firkovitch collection in St.
Petersburg.10

The significance of the Firkovitch collection with regard to Mu'tazilism
has been pointed out on several occasions by a number of scholars. In
1935, Andrej Jakovlevi‘ Borisov published a detailed description of thir-
teen fragments of the collection, all of which are clearly of Mu'tazilì
character.11 In 1974, Haggai Ben-Shammai drew further conclusions

(ed. and tr.): Al-Kitab al-Muhtawi de Yusuf al-Basir. Leiden 1985; David Sklare: “Yùsuf al-
Baßìr: Theological Aspects of His Halakhic Works.” The Jews of Medieval Islam: Community,
Society, and Identity. Ed. Daniel Frank. Leiden 1995, pp. 249-270; David Sklare (in coop-
eration with Haggai Ben-Shammai): Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts in the Firkovitch Collections.
The Works of Yusuf al-Basir. A Sample Catalogue. Texts and Studies. Jerusalem 1997. For the
writings of Yeshù'a ben Yudah, see David Sklare & al.: Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts in the
Firkovitch Collections. The Works of Yeshu'a b. Yehudah. A Sample Catalogue. Texts and Studies.
Jerusalem (forthcoming). See also the general survey by Haggai Ben-Shammai: “Kalam
in Jewish Philosophy.” The History of Jewish Philosophy. Ed. D.H. Frank & O. Leaman.
London/New York 1997, pp. 115-148.

9 For Mu'tazilì material among the Genizah material, see, e.g., Georges Vajda: “De
quelques fragments mu'tazilites en judéo-arabe. Notice provisoire.” Journal asiatique 264
(1976), pp. 1-7; Colin F. Baker & Meira Polliack: Arabic and Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts 
in the Cambridge Genizah Collections. Arabic Old Series (T-S Ar. 1a-54). Cambridge 2001, 
pp. 402 (T-S Ar. 43.220), 403 (T-S Ar. 43.222, T-S Ar. 43.224, T-S Ar. 43.233), 404
(T-S Ar. 43.242), 404-5 (T-S Ar. 43.249), 406-7 (T-S Ar. 43.275), 439 (T-S Ar. 46.121).
See also Haggai Ben-Shammai: “Medieval History and Religious Thought.” The Cambridge
Genizah Collections. Their Contents and Significance. Ed. Stefan C. Reif with the assistance of
Shulamit Reif. Cambridge 2002, pp. 136-151.

10 The bulk of the material in the collection was gathered by Abraham Firkovitch
(1787-1874) during his expedition to Syria, Palestine and Egypt in 1863-1865, where
he visited particularly Karaite synagogues. For an overview of the collection and its
significance, see Tapani Harviainen: “The Cairo Genizot and Other Sources of the
Second Firkovich Collection in St. Petersburg.” Proceedings of the Twelfth International Congress
of the International Society for Masoretic Studies. Ed. E.J. Revell. 1995, pp. 25-36; Malachi
Beit-Arié: “The Accessibility of the Russian Manuscript Collections: New Perspectives
for Jewish Studies.” Jewish Studies in a New Europe: Proceedings of the Fifth Congress of Jewish
Studies in Copenhagen under the Auspices of the European Association for Jewish Studies. Ed. Ulf
Haxen. Copenhagen 1998, pp. 82-98; Haggai Ben-Shammai: “Karaites and the Orient—
Trends in the Study of Karaites and Karaism.” [Hebrew] Pe'amim 89 (Autumn 2001),
pp. 5-18; Zeev Elkin & Menachem Ben-Sasson: “Abraham Firkovich and the Cairo
Genizas in the Light of His Personal Archive.” [Hebrew] Pe'amim 90 (Winter 2002), pp.
51-95; Shimon M. Iakerson: Selected Pearls. Treasures of Jewish Culture in Saint-Petersburg
(manuscripts, documents, incunabula, ritual objects). St. Petersburg 2003, pp. 27-46 (with fur-
ther references).

11 A. Ja. Borisov: “Mu'tazilitskie rukopisi Gosudarstvennoj Publi‘noj Biblioteki v
Leningrade.” Bibliografija Vostoka 8-9 (1935), pp. 69-95; see also idem: “Ob otkrytych v
Leningrade mu'tazilitskich rukopisjach i jich zna‘enii dlja istorii musulmanskoj mysli.”
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with regard to the identity of some of the Mu'tazilì materials preserved
by the Karaites on the basis of Borisov’s meticulous descriptions of
those thirteen Mu'tazilì fragments, comparing them with other fragments
from the British Museum.12 He particularly showed that the Karaites
preserved the original version of 'Abd al-]abbàr’s Kitàb al-Mu˙ì†, of
which we possess so far only the later paraphrastic recension of Ibn
Mattawayh. He also identified some portions of the Mu©nì in the
Firkovitch collection missing among the Ían'à" manuscripts that served
as the basis for the edition published in the 1960s in Egypt.

II

Despite the richness of the extant textual material that has been found
so far in Yemen, it should not be overlooked that most of it belongs
to one strand within Mu'tazilism only, the Bah“amiyya. By contrast,
no texts by thinkers earlier than 'Abd al-]abbàr were discovered.
Astonishingly enough, this includes not only earlier Mu'tazilì texts, but
also the writings of the founder of the Bah“amiyya, Abù Hà“im al-
]ubbà"ì, and his father, Abù 'Alì (d. 303/916),13 both of which con-
tinued to be the most significant points of reference for later representatives
of the Bah“amiyya—not to mention earlier Mu'tazilìs. The same applies
to rival groups of the Bah“amiyya such as the I¢“ìdiyya, or the school
of Baghdad, whose doctrines were to a large extent formulated by Abù
l-Qàsim al-Ka'bì l-Bal¢ì.14

Moreover, the Bah“amiyya was not the last innovative and lively
school within Mu'tazilism. Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì, who was a student
of 'Abd al-]abbàr, while at the same time also trained in philosophy—
he was a student of the Christian philosopher Ibn al-Sam˙ (d. 418/

Akademija Nauk SSSR. Trudy pervoj sessii arabistov 14-17 ijunka 1935 g. (Trudy Instituta
Vostokovedenija 24), pp. 113-125. The two articles were reprinted in Pravoslavniy Palestinskiy
Sbornik 99 (36) (2002), pp. 219-249 and in The Teachings of the Mu'tazila. Texts and Studies
I-II. Selected and reprinted by Fuat Sezgin in collaboration with Mazen Amawi, Carl
Ehrig-Eggert, Eckhard Neubauer. Frankfurt am Main 2000, vol. 2, pp. 17-57.

12 Haggai Ben-Shammai: “A note on some Karaite copies of Mu'tazilite writings.”
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 37 (1974), pp. 295-304.

13 In the Maktabat ]àmi' Madìnat ”ahàra (Yemen) are preserved two leaves of Abù
'Alì l-]ubbà"ì’s Kitàb al-Maqàlàt; cf. 'Abbàs al-Wa[ìh: Maßàdir al-turà∆, vol. 2, p. 616.

14 The only work of Abù l-Qàsim al-Bal¢ì that was found in Yemen is his Maqàlàt
al-islàmiyyìn that have partly been edited by Fu"àd Sayyid (Fa∂l al-i'tizàl wa †abaqàt al-
Mu'tazila. Tunis 1974, pp. 63ff.).
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1024)15—, developed independent theological views which set him apart
from the school of Abù Hà“im al-]ubbà"ì. Despite much criticism by
the Bah“amiyya and later heresiographers arguing that he introduced
philosophy under the cover of kalàm, Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s views
were successful to the extent that his school established itself side by
side with the Bah“amiyya. Fa¢r al-Dìn al-Ràzì (d. 606/1209), for exam-
ple, states that in his time the schools of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì and
the Bah“amiyya are the last active of the Mu'tazilì schools.16

Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s thought proved particularly influential among
the Twelvershiis from the end of the 6th/12th century onwards. However,
despite scattered quotations of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s lost works in
later Imami works,17 Imami accounts of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s doc-
trines must be used with some caution as sources for the reconstruction
of his thought, particularly given the impact of Fa¢r al-Dìn al-Ràzì,
whose writings were widely read among Twelvershiis; a significant pecu-
liarity of al-Ràzì’s theology is that he often adopted the theological con-
cepts of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì, although modifying and interpreting
them in such a way that they support the A“'arì rather than the 

15 See S.M. Stern: “Ibn al-Sam˙.” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (1956), pp. 31-44;
see also Wilferd Madelung: “Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì.” Encyclopaedia of Islam. New Edition.
Supplement Fascicules 1-2, p. 25; Mas'ùd ]alàl Muqaddam: “Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì.”
Dà"irat-i ma'àrif-i buzurg-i islàmì 1-. Ed. KàΩim Mùsawì Bu[nurdì, Tehran 1374/1996-,
vol. 5, p. 368. Daniel Gimaret (“Abo l-Óosayn al-Baßrì.” Encyclopaedia Iranica, vol. 1, 
p. 324) holds Stern’s identification of Abù l-Óusayn with a homonymous student of
Ibn al-Sam˙ to be “very doubtful”; he further considers the affirmations of later authors
such as Fa¢r al-Dìn al-Ràzì (d. 606/1209), al-”ahrastànì (d. 548/1153) and Ibn 
al-Qif†ì (d. 646/1248), that Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì was influenced by the concepts 
of the philosophers and that he was a philosopher disguised as a theologian, to be
“exaggerated”.

16 Fa¢r al-Dìn al-Ràzì: I'tiqàdàt firaq al-muslimìn wa l-mushrikìn. Ed. ˇaha 'Abd al-Ra"ùf
Sa'd & Mus†afà l-Hawàrì. Cairo 1398/1978, p. 42.

17 See, e.g., Sadìd al-Dìn Ma˙mùd b. 'Alì l-Óimmaßì l-Ràzì: al-Munqi≈ min al-taqlìd
1-2. Ed. M.H. al-Yùsuf al-˝arawì. Qum 1412/[1991], where he refers to Abù l-Óusayn
al-Baßrì’s K. Taßaffu˙ al-adilla (vol. 1, p. 63) and to his K. al-˝urar (vol. 1, p. 203), from
which he also quotes (vol. 1, pp. 504-505). See also Munqi≈, vol. 1, pp. 324ff., 327,
434, vol. 2, pp. 5, 24, 87, 105-106, 144, 214, 217, 282-283, 339-341, where the author
quotes from writings of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s without indicating the titles. Al-Óimmasì
further quotes from a risàla by Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì on the issue of karàmàt (Munqi≈,
vol. 1, p. 401). For a discussion of al-Óimmaßì l-Ràzì’s sources, see also Cook: Commanding
the Right, pp. 219-221.—Another Imami work that was apparently written at the begin-
ning of the 7th/13th century and that is clearly under the influence of al-Óimmaßì is
the anonymous ›ulàßat al-naΩar that is preserved in a single manuscript (ms Paris,
Bibliothèque Nationale 1252). Óasan Anßàrì and the present writer are currently prepar-
ing an edition of this text.
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Mu'tazilì point of view. Moreover, owing to the impact of the philo-
sophical tradition, al-Ràzì also often employed philosophical terminology
to express his views, which are otherwise directly based on the positions
of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì.

Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s thought was less influential among the
Zaydis—only a few Zaydis adopted his thought, such as the Imam al-
Mu"ayyad Ya˙yà b. Hamza.18 However, they were familiar with his
thought19 and produced copies of a number of works authored by his
followers. Remnants of these works preserved in Yemen form so far
the most important basis for our knowledge of his theological doctrines.
Mention should be made in particular of the extant fragments of the
Kitàb al-Mu'tamad fì ußùl al-dìn and the shorter but completely extant
Kitàb al-Fà"iq fì ußùl al-dìn by Abù l-Óusayn’s follower Rukn al-Dìn
Ma˙mùd b. al-Malà˙imì l-›wàrizmì (d. 536/1141), manuscripts of
which were found at the Library of the Great Mosque in Ían'à".20

18 Ms Leiden OR 2587 contains an anonymous portion of a Zaydi kalàm work enti-
tled al-”àmil li-˙aqà"iq al-adilla l-'aqliyya wa ußùl al-masà"il al-dìniyya. Michael Cook (Commanding
Right and Forbidding Wrong in Islamic Thought. Cambridge 2000, p. 218 n. 115) has shown
that this fragment is indeed the latter part of Ya˙yà b. Óamza’s al-”àmil li-˙aqà"iq al-
adilla wa ußùl al-masà"il al-dunyawiyya (so the title given by 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad al-
Óab“ì: Maßàdir al-fikr al-islàmì fì l-Yaman. Sidon/Beirut 1988, p. 630 no. 31 and by
A˙mad al-Óusaynì: Mu"allafàt al-Zaydiyya 1-3. Qum 1413, vol. 2, p. 122 no. 1848). Of
the ”àmil, a number of further manuscript copies are extant in Yemen; see 'Abd al-
Salàm 'Abbàs al-Wa[ìh: Maßàdir al-turà∆ fì l-maktabàt al-¢àßßa fì l-Yaman 1-2. Ían'à"
1422/2002, vol. 1, pp. 256, 477, vol. 2, p. 117. The second part of his Tamhìd fì masà"il
al-'adl wa l-taw˙ìd is preserved in Yemen in Maktabat 'Abd Allàh b. Mu˙ammad 
b. Óusayn ˝am∂àn; see 'Abd Allàh Mu˙ammad al-Óab“ì: Fihris ma¢†ù†àt ba'∂ al-mak-
tabàt al-¢àßßa fì l-Yaman. London 1994, p. 256.—Another Zaydi author who was famil-
iar with Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s work and appreciated it was Abù l-Qàsim al-Bustì (late
4th/10th and early 5th/11th century); see his Kitàb al-Ba˙∆ 'an adillat al-takfìr wa l-tafsìq
(Investigation of the evidence for charging with kufr and fisq). Edited with an Introduction by
Wilferd Madelung & Sabine Schmidtke. Tehran 1382/2003.

19 The views of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì are referred to by the Zaydi authors 'Abd
Allàh b. Zayd al-'Ansì (d. 667/1268) in his Kitàb al-Ma˙a[[a al-baydà" (completed in
640/1242) which is extant in at least two manuscripts (ms Munich Glaser 148; Maktabat
Àl al-Wazìr (Ían'à"); cf. al-Óab“ì: Fihris, p. 48; 'Abbàs al-Wa[ìh: Maßàdir al-turà∆, vol.
2, p. 385), and al-Qàsim b. A˙mad al-Mu˙allì (8th/14th c.) in his Ta'lìq 'alà “ar˙ al-
imàm al-ma“hùr bi-Mànkdìm (ms Milan, Ambrosiana F 192).

20 Ibn al-Malà˙imì: Kitàb al-Mu'tamad fì ußùl al-dìn. The extant parts edited by Wilferd
Madelung and Martin McDermott. London 1991; idem: al-Fà"iq fì ußùl al-dìn. Ms. Ían'à",
Great Mosque, kalàm 53. An edition of this text by Wilferd Madelung and Martin
McDermott is about to be published.—Outside of Yemen, other significant texts by
later followers of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì are extant, such as the Kàmil fì l-istiqßà" fìmà

bala©anà min kalàm al-qudamà" by the otherwise unknown Taqì l-Dìn al-Ba˙rànì (or: 
al-Na[rànì) al-'A[àlì—a systematic comparision of the doctrines of the Bah“amìs and
of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì written between 536/1141 and 675/1276-7, that is preserved
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Mention should also be made of a short work on the principles of faith
by ]àr Allàh al-Zama¢“arì (d. 538/1144), who was clearly under the
influence of Ibn al-Malà˙imì, which is extant in three manuscript copies
of Yemeni provenance.21 Not found in Yemen (or elsewhere in the
Islamic world), however, were any of the theological writings by Abù
l-Óusayn al-Baßrì himself. Nor were an  y contemporary texts of his
adversaries discovered that might have given evidence of the harsh dis-
agreements that took place between the adherents of the Bah“amiyya
on the one hand and Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì on the other.

III

From the preliminary studies and accounts of scholars such as Borisov,
Ben-Shammai and David Sklare on fragments of Mu'tazilì literature
among the Firkovitch collection it appears that the Karaites were
influenced nearly exclusively by Bah“amì thought, and that it was mostly
the theological literature of the Bah“amiyya that the Karaites endeav-
oured to copy. So far, there have been no indications that they were
familiar with the writings and thought of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì.

Recently, a number of texts came to light that prove that the Karaites
were well acquainted with his thought and writings. In the Abraham
Firkovitch collection in St. Petersburg, three extensive fragments of his
largest work on theology, Kitàb Taßaffu˙ al-adilla, that were copied by
Karaite Mu'tazilìs were discovered, as well as significant portions of a
polemical refutation of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s proof of the existence
of God.22

in a single manuscript (Leiden Or. 487); the last previous owner was Levinus Warner
(1619-1665) in Istanbul (I am grateful to Jan Just Witkam for this information); Taqì
l-Dìn al-Ba˙rànì (or: al-Na[rànì) al-'A[àlì: al-Kàmil fì l-istiqßà" fìmà bala©anà min kalàm
al-qudamà". Ed. al-Sayyid Mu˙ammad al-”àhid. Cairo 1420/1999. Recently, another
extensive work by Ibn al-Malà˙imì, Tu˙fat al-mutakallimìn fì l-radd 'alà l-falàsifa, which
was believed to have been lost, was found in India by the Iranian scholar Óasan Anßàrì
l-Qummì. See Óasan Anßàrì: “Kitàb-ì tàzihyàb dar Naqd-i falsafa. Paidà “udan-i Kitàb-
i‚ Tu˙fat al-mutakallimìn-i’ Malà˙imì.” Na“r-i dàni“ 18 iii (2001), pp. 31-32. For the
present whereabout of the manuscript, see Mu˙ammad KàΩim Ra˙matì: “A Glance to
the later school of the Mu'tazila.” [Persian] Haft Àsmàn 3 ix-x (Bahàr-Tàbestàn 1380/Spring-
Summer 2001), p. 87 n. 4.—Óasan Anßàrì is currently preparing an edition of the work.

21 See Sabine Schmidtke: “Re-Edition of al-Minhàj fì ußùl al-dìn by Jàr Allàh al-
Zamakhsharì.” Ma'àrif 20 iii (1382/2004), pp. 107-148.

22 During winter term 2002-2003 Wilferd Madelung and the present writer were fel-
lows in a research group at the Institute of Advanced Studies of The Hebrew University
of Jerusalem. While working on other projects, we became acquainted with the rich
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During his lifetime Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì scandalized many of his
colleagues by his criticism of prevalent Mu'tazilì teaching. Writing two
generations after Abù l-Óusayn, al-Óàkim al-]u“amì (d. 494/1101), 
the continuator of 'Abd al-]abbàr’s ǎbaqàt al-Mu'tazila, reports that
he caused offence having soiled himself through his involvement with
philosophy and by employing arguments considered improper among
his Mu'tazilì colleagues.23 The later sources, however, reveal little about
the specific points in his criticism that triggered such a sharp reaction.
The polemical refutation of Abù l-Óusayn’s proof of the existence of
God, which is partly preserved in a manuscript of the Firkovitch col-
lection, throws light on the early controversy.24 The author of the trea-
tise, which is written in Hebrew characters and whose title is unknown,
is not named in the extant text, but can safely be identified as Yùsuf
al-Baßìr. Al-Baßìr, who was a staunch supporter of the theological doc-
trine of the Bahshamìs, defends the traditional Mu'tazilì proof of the
existence of God as the Creator of the world against Abù l-Óusayn’s
criticism and rejects the latter’s proof, highlighting the absurd conse-
quences which, he asserts, follow from it.25

However, Yùsuf al-Baßìr was evidently fighting a loosing battle among
the Karaites against the doctrine of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì. One indi-
cation of this are the three fragments of the latter’s largest work on
theology, Kitàb Taßaffu˙ al-adilla, that are found in the Firkovitch col-
lection; two of these fragments were described, though not identified,
by Borisov.26

material of the Firkovitch collection in Judaeo-Arabic manuscripts, microfilm copies of
which are available at the Jewish National and University Library ( JNUL). With the
assistance of David Sklare we were able to discover most of the texts that are described
in the present paper. In August 2003 the present writer examined those Arabic man-
uscripts of the Firkovitch collection in the Russian National Library in St. Petersburg
that are written in Arabic characters and of which there are no microfilm copies at the
JNUL.

23 Ibn al-Murta∂à, ǎbaqàt al-Mu'tazila. Ed. S. Diwald-Wilzer. Wiesbaden 1961, 
p. 119.

24 II Firk. Yevr.-Arab. I 3118. A critical edition of the extant parts of this treatise,
prepared by Wilferd Madelung and the present writer, will soon appear in print.

25 The significant role of Abù l-Óusayn in criticising the early kalàm proof based on
accidents and developing the later proof based on contingency has not been recognized
in scholarship. Herbert A. Davidson in his survey Proofs for Eternity, Creation and the Existence
of God in Medieval Islamic and Jewish Philosophy (Oxford 1987), for example, is unaware of
Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì and ascribes the crucial developments introduced by him to the
later A“'arì theologians al-]uwaynì and Fa¢r al-Dìn al-Ràzì. See also Wilferd Madelung:
“Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s Proof of the Existence of God.” Festschrift Richard M. Frank. Ed.
James Montgomery. Cambridge (forthcoming).

26 A. Ya. Borisov: “The Mu'tazilite Manuscripts of the State Public Library in
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• II Firk. Arab. 655 (25 × 21,4 cm) is written in Arabic characters
and consists of 71ff. with 14 to 16 lines per page. The fragment has
a title page saying: al-[uz" al-∆àli∆ min Kitàb Taßaffu˙ al-adilla taßnìf al-”ay¢

Abì l-Óusayn al-Baßrì ra˙imahu llàh, and it contains a dedication to a
pious endowment to Yà“àr, the son of the nobleman Óesed (al-Fa∂l)
al-Tustarì and to his descendants; whoever sells it or changes the con-
dition of the endowment will be cursed.27 Beneath the dedication is a
barely legible translation of the title of the manuscript into Hebrew.
The person mentioned in the dedication is presumably Sahl b. Fa∂l
al-Tustarì, a well known Karaite dignitary and the leading Karaite the-
ologian of the second half of the 5th/11th century who was apparently
interested in Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s thought; it is to be assumed that
the manuscript was copied during his lifetime. Al-Tustarì’s own theo-
logical views have not yet been examined in detail. It may be noted,
however, that in his critical study of Aristotle’s Metaphysics (al-Ta˙rìr

li-Kitàb Aris†ù fì mà ba'd al-†abì'a), extracts of which are contained in
manuscripts in the British Library28 and in the Firkovitch collection,29

he supports the Mu'tazilì creed of Unicity and Justice with its belief
in God as a freely choosing agent creating the world in time against
the Aristotelian theory of God as the necessitating cause of an eternal
world. Against Aristotle’s distinction between essence and existence he
argues at length that existence is inseparable from essence—rather than
additional to it. His discussion here clearly reflects the concepts and
terminology of the school of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì rather than those
of the Bah“amiyya.

The manuscript consists of isolated leaves (ff. 25, 36, 61, 62, 63), of
bifolios (ff. 34-35, 45-46), and of quires of six (ff. 47-52) and of eight
leaves (ff. 1-8, 9-16, 17-24, 26-33, 37-44, 53-60, 64-71), and it contains
nine chapter headings that indicate that the topics dealt with in this
fragment belong mainly to questions related to the Divine attributes of
knowledge and power. The breaks in the continuity of the text and
the chapter headings mentioned in the fragment are as follows:

Leningrad.” [Russian] Biblioteka Vostoka 8-9 (1935), pp. 85-86 no. 5 (II Firk. Yevr.-Arab.
I 4814), pp. 94-95 no. 13 (II Firk. Arab. 28 which is now II Firk. Arab. 103).—Wilferd
Madelung and the present writer are currently preparing an edition of the extant frag-
ments of the Taßaffu˙ al-adilla.

27 πyljmh rwra lagy alw rkmy al wyrja wynb twrwd l[w yrtstla dsj rçh ˆb rçy l[ çdq
28 Or. 2572, ff. 20-67; see G. Margoliouth: Catalogue of the Hebrew and Samaritan

Manuscripts in the British Museum. Part 3. London 1915, pp. 199-202, no. 896.
29 II Firk. Arab. 630, ff. 8b-12b.
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1b
2a
3a

Break in the continuity of the text following f. 8
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 16

20a
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 24
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 25
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 30

32a
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 35

40b
42b

Break in the continuity of the text following f. 44
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 46
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 52

59a
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 60

61a
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 61
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 62
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 63

The order of a number of portions of the fragment that make up a
consecutive text could partly be restored, namely ff. 61, 53-60, 62 and
ff. 31-35, 9-16, 25, 64-71, and ff. 1-8, 63b, 63a, 36, 37-44, 45-46, 26-30.

• II Firk. Yevr.-Arab. I 4814 is written in Hebrew characters and
consists of 71 ff. (18 × 14 cm) with 18 lines per page. The manuscript
consists partly of isolated leaves (ff. 1, 10, 29), partly of quires of either
eight or ten leaves (ff. 2-9 [8 leaves], ff. 11-20 [10 leaves], ff. 21-28 [8
leaves], ff. 30-37 [8 leaves], ff. 38-47 [10 leaves], ff. 48-55 [8 leaves],
ff. 56-63 [8 leaves], ff. 64-71 [8 leaves]). The fragment lacks any chapter
headings; breaks in the continuity of the text are to be observed follow-
ing nearly every quire, namely ff. 9, 20, 29, 37, 47, 55, 63. The order
of a number of portions of the fragment that make up a consecutive
text can partly be restored, namely ff. 11-20, 38-47, and ff. 1-9, 10b,
10a, 29, 56-63.

• II Firk. Arab. 103 is written in Arabic characters by a different
hand than II Firk. Arab. 655. It consists of 147 fols. (16,9 × 12 cm),
between 17 to 19 lines per page, and contains twelve chapter headings.
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The manuscript is badly damaged; virtually none of the leaves is com-
pletely preserved, due to damages on its margins and due to the fact
that most leaves are badly worm-eaten. It underwent preservation mea-
sures in the 1980s but in a way that proved to be detrimental to deci-
phering it. It consists of isolated leaves (ff. 35, 36, 37, 44, 66, 67, 91,
92, 111, 112, 123, 136, 137), a bifolio (ff. 9-10) as well as of quires of
six (ff. 1-8, 38-43), eight (ff. 93-100), ten (ff. 46-55, 56-65, 68-78 [includ-
ing an additional isolated leaf], 101-110, 113-122, 138-147) and twelve
leaves (ff. 11-22, 23-34, 79-90, 124-135). As is the case with the two
other fragments, there appear to be breaks in the continuity of the text
at the end of the respective physical units of the manuscript, and in no
case does the text continue at any other location of the manuscript—
at least as far as the problematic state of the manuscript allows a reader
to judge. The manuscript was possibly copied by the famous Karaite writer
of the 5th/11th century, Abù l-Óasan 'Alì b. Sulaymàn al-Muqaddasì,
who wrote among other works a commentary on the Book of Genesis,30

and who was closely associated with the Tustarì family; the handwriting
of II Firk. Arab. 103 is very similar to that of II Firk. Arab. 111 that
has the colophon of 'Alì b. Sulaymàn.31 Moreover, the manuscript is
written on small-sized paper that is typical for 'Alì b. Sulaymàn.

Most of the portions of Taßaffu˙ al-adilla that are contained in II Firk.
Yevr.-Arab. I 4814 are also to be found in II Firk. Arab. 103; much
of what is lacking in II Firk. Yevr.-Arab. I 4814 could therefore in
principle be supplemented by material contained in II Firk. Arab. 103,
were it not for the major damage to the latter manuscript. The slight
differences in wording between the parallel passages in both manu-
scripts suggest that they apparently represent two slightly different recen-
sions of the text; II Firk. Arab. 103 also contains some additions that
have no equivalent in II Firk. Yevr.-Arab. I 4814.

30 Solomon Leon Skoss: The Arabic Commentary of 'Ali ben Suleimàn the Karaite on the Book
of Genesis. Edited from Unique Manuscripts and Provided With Critical Notes and an
Introduction. Philadelphia 1928. Apart from that, 'Alì b. Sulaymàn produced numerous
copies of Mu'tazilì manuscripts and authored himself a number of commentaries on
writings of earlier Mu'tazilìs. See A.Ya. Borisov: “The time and place of the life of the
Karaite author 'Ali b. Sulaymàn.” [Russian] Palestinskij Sbornik 9 (1962), pp. 109-114.

31 See Sabine Schmidtke: “II Firk. Arab. 111—A copy of al-Sharìf al-Murta∂à’s Kitàb
al-Dhakhìra completed in 472/1079-80 in the Firkovitch-Collection, St. Petersburg.”
[Persian] Ma'àrif 20 ii (1382/2003), pp. 68-84.
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II Firk. Arab. 103 II Firk. Yevr.-Arab. I 4814

32b:1-36a (36a preceded by 36b) 48-53b:7
39b:2-45b:12 30-37
46a-50b:10 22a:7-28
51a:15-55b 11-17a

56b:40-63a:11 38-47
84b:16-89a:15 64-71

123b:13-130b:18 1-10
131b:5-135b 56-62b:11

In only one case could an equivalence between II Firk. Arab. 103 and
II Firk. Arab. 655 be found: Firk. Arab. 103, f. 100b:12-end of leaf
contains the same text as II Firk. Arab. 655:1b.

The breaks in the continuity of the text and the chapter headings
mentioned in II Firk. Arab. 103 are as follows:

Break in the continuity of the text following f. 8
9a
10b

Break in the continuity of the text following f. 10
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 22
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 34
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 35
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 36
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 37
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 43

50b
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 55
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 65
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 66
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 67
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 78
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 90
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 92

100b
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 100

102b
109a
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Break in the continuity of the text following f. 110
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 111

112b
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 112

115a
121a

Break in the continuity of the text following f. 122
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 123
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 135

136a
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 136

137b
Break in the continuity of the text following f. 137

144b

IV

The extant parts of Ibn al-Malà˙imì’s paraphrasis of Abù l-Óusayn al-
Baßrì’s Taßaffu˙, al-Mu'tamad fì ußùl al-dìn, which he wrote with the “inten-
tion of condensing, completing and updating” the latter’s work,32 contain
one chapter of which the parallel chapter in the Taßaffu˙ is completely
preserved in II Firk. Arab. 655; it deals with the subject: “God is capa-
ble of what He knows He will not do and of what He has announced
that He will not do.”33 In his introduction to the Mu'tamad Ibn al-
Malà˙imì explains that he omitted some of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì’s
proofs and arguments which he deemed either weak or superfluous,
that he included some arguments of his own, and that he would point
out when he disagreed with Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì.34 A systematic com-
parison of the two versions of the chapter in the Taßaffu˙ and in the
Mu'tamad allows a closer insight into the manner in which Ibn al-
Malà˙imì applied this intention in his recension of the Taßaffu˙. Moreover,
a comparison of the two texts may show whether and to what extent
the recension of the Taßaffu˙ that was at the disposal of the Karaite
copyist and the recension Ibn al-Malà˙imì used differed from each
other.35

32 Ibn al-Malà˙imì: Mu'tamad, Introduction, p. xi.
33 II Firk. Arab. 655, ff. 61, 53-59; Ibn al-Malà˙imì: Mu'tamad, pp. 599-607.
34 Ibn al-Malà˙imì: Mu'tamad, p. 5.
35 II Firk. Yevr.-Arab. I 3118 contains evidence that Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì himself
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From the juxtaposition of the two versions (see appendix) it becomes
apparent that the overall structure of the chapter is identical in the
Taßaffu˙ and the Mu'tamad, and that virtually every building block of
the text in the Taßaffu˙ (§§ 1-19) has a parallel in the Mu'tamad. In 
two consecutive passages, Ibn al-Mala˙imì explicitly indicates that he
is quoting directly from the Taßaffu˙, first in § 14a (qàla l-”ay¢ Abù
l-Óusayn ra˙imahu llàh) and again in § 15a (qàla l-”ay¢ Abù l-Óusayn).
A comparison of the quotations—if indeed Ibn al-Malà˙imì was quot-
ing verbally and not simply paraphrasing—with the respective passages
of the Karaite copy of the Taßaffu˙ (§§ 14b, 15b) shows that the two
versions do not differ in content or length. However, numerous syn-
tactic variations and at times use of alternative words can be observed;
these suggest that the Karaites’ version of the Taßaffu˙ differed slightly
from the version that was at Ibn al-Malà˙imì’s disposal. This is also
confirmed by a number of other passages in the chapter that Ibn al-
Malà˙imì apparently took directly from the Taßaffu˙ without change in
content, length or structure, although he refrains from explicitly saying
that he is quoting here. Here again, syntactic deviations and use of
alternative words may be observed (§§ 1, 2, 6, 8a, 9a, 9b, 9c, 10, 11d,
11e, 12a, 15d, 17, 17b, 19).

In other passages, Ibn al-Malà˙imì’s text differs significantly from
the text of the Taßaffu˙, in that he either reduces the number of proofs
or replaces the arguments of Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì by different proofs
of his own. This is the case in § 7 where Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì argues
at length against the view of opponents that knowledge is the necessi-
tating cause of its object (bi-anna l-'ilm mù[ib ma'lùmahu). The introduc-
tory passage in which the opponents’ view is stated and the reply is
formulated (§ 7a) is still parallel—again showing the kind of differences
in the texts as described above for the parallel passages. However, most
of the subsequent arguments that are to be found in the Taßaffu˙ have

had written more than one recension of the work. The author of the polemical trea-
tise, presumably Yùsuf al-Baßìr, writes that (f. 1a) “Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì, when he
doubted these matters and composed a book which he entitled Examination of the Proofs
(Taßaffu˙ al-adilla), and then the kalàm theologians accused him of unbelief, responded
according to what has reached me . . .”. From Ibn al-Malà˙imì we know, however, that
Abù l-Óusayn was working on the Taßaffu˙ until the end of his life and that he did not
complete the text. Cf. Ibn al-Malà˙imì: Mu'tamad, p. 5.
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no parallel in Ibn al-Malà˙imì’s Mu'tamad (§§ 7b-g). Ibn al-Malà˙imì
uses only the last four arguments of the Taßaffu˙ (§§ 7h, 7i, 7k, 7m),
while elaborating extensively on the versions of Abù l-Óusayn, and he
adds an argument of his own (§ 7l) that has no parallel in the Taßaffu˙.
Ibn al-Malà˙imì ends the entire passage with an editorial statement
saying that Abù l-Óusayn gave numerous proofs in his Taßaffu˙ and
that those he has mentioned are the most obvious among them (§ 7n).

In other passages, Ibn al-Malà˙imì shortened the argumentation of
Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì; made slight cuts in the text in §§ 11a, 11c, 15c,
16, 17a, 17b and more extensive cuts in §§ 8b, 12b-c, 13b-d, 18b-c.
Elsewhere, the line of argumentation is similar in the Taßaffu˙ and the
Mu'tamad, but the differences between the two versions are more far-
reaching then was the case in the quoted passages and in those pas-
sages that are comparable to them (e.g. §§ 3-5, 9d, 11b, 12b, 13a, 13c,
16, 18a). The striking differences between the two versions suggest that
Ibn al-Malà˙imì is making his own independent formulations in those
passages.

Appendix:

Ibn al-Malà˙imì Abù l-Óusayn al-Baßrì
al-Mu'tamad fì ußùl al-dìn Taßaffu˙ al-adilla

(Ed. Wilferd Madelung & (II Firk. Arab. 655, ff. 61, 53-59 

Martin McDermott. London 1991, Ed. Wilferd Madelung &

pp. 599-607)36 Sabine Schmidtke)37

§ 1

§ 2

36 I would like to thank Wilferd Madelung for his permission to reproduce this chap-
ter in this paper.

37 Thanks are due to the Russian National Library, the owner of II Firk. Arab. 655,
for having granted the permission to publish the edition on the basis of this manuscript.
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§ 3

§ 4a
§ 4b

§ 5

38
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§ 6

§ 7a

§ 7b
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§ 7c

§ 7d

39
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§ 7e
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§ 7f

§ 7g
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§ 7h

§ 7i

§ 7k

§ 7l
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§ 7m

§ 7n

§ 8a

§ 8b
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§ 9a

§ 9b

§ 9c

40
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§ 9d

§ 10

§ 11a
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§ 11b

§ 11c

§ 11d

§ 11e
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§ 12a

§ 12b

§ 12c

41
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§ 13a

§ 13b
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§ 13c
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§ 13d
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§ 14a

§ 14b

§ 15a
§ 15b

§ 15c

§ 15d

42
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§ 16

§ 17a

§ 17b

43
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§ 18a

§ 18b

§ 18c

44
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§ 19
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